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The Chemical Separations Group at Argonne National Laboratory has been
conducting basic research in separations chemistry for the last 30 years. The objectives
of the group are to develop or improve separation methods, to develop new organic
extractants, complexants, and ion exchange materials, and to elucidate the basic chemistry
involved in separation processes. At this time our research program is directed at
separations problems in environmental restoration and waste management as well as the
more traditional hydrometallurgical problems.

The organic synthesis component of the separation's group is a major generator of
hazardous waste as we pursue our objective to design and synthesize ligands which will
meet the overall objectives of the Separations Group. The group generates waste during
all aspects of the program and the waste includes nearly every possible solvent
hydrocarbons, ethers, halogenated hydrocarbons, aromatics, as well as aqueous based
solvents. In addition, excess reagents, a variety of by-products, and ultimately the actual
products produced for study in our laboratory find their way into the waste stream. In
addition, a number of changes within the Department of Energy driven by the legal aspects
of waste handling (i.e. Clean Water Act, RCRA), the DOE agreements with the states and
local governments in which sites were operated, and other Federal regulations led to a
dramatic rethinking of the entire waste handling and minimization issue. In 1990 the
Department of Energy stated in its five year plan for environmental restoration and waste
management that its major objectives were to (1) significantly reduce the volume of waste
stored and being generated, (2) toconcentrate the waste currently stored, and (3) to work
towards the avoidance of future waste. As the research that the organic design and
synthesis portion of the Separations Group conducts is ultimately directed at the
concentration of waste, especially radioactive metal contaminants, we felt that in keeping
with our research theme, we must consider methods for the reduction of waste within our
own program. Because of the variety of wastes that we generate and the significant
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increase in our operating budget due to the cost of disposal and storage we realized that
we must commit ourselves to a plan to reduce the waste volume generated by a research
program that cannot eliminate waste. Our solution to the dilemma that we faced was to
introduce the concept of waste reduction at the source by examining the impact of
microexperimentation on our laboratory practices.

Microexperimentation is not a radically novel, or even a new concept, as it has
always been utilized by the members of the Separations Group conducting radiochemical
experiments. The principle of ALARA (As Low As Reasonably Achievable) has been
utilized for the handling of radioactive materials since the Manhattan Project, Argonne
National Laboratory's predecessor. However, microexperimentation in the organic
laboratory at Argonne is a relatively new introduction. Fortunately, the use of
microexperimentation in an organic laboratory is a concept that hasbeen practiced for a
number of years. During the 1960's as research in organic synthesis reached its zenith
microexperimentation was widely applied in graduate programs in organic synthesis,
primarily because the synthetic targets that were being studied were extremely complex and
frequently required many steps to complete. The large number of synthefc manipulations
required to accomplish the total synthesis of a given target molecule made it extremely
common for graduate students to be trained in handling millimole (103 mole) or even
micromole (10"6 mole) of a material. This led to the development of the 14/20 standard
taper glassware by manufacturers such as Corning and Ace Glass.

During the 1980's, largely due to the economic factors that waste disposal and
storage of chemicals had upon the universities, we observed the development of the
microscale screw-top glassware and its application inthe undergraduate laboratory. More
recently, industrial research laboratories have begun introducing microscale and semi-
microscale techniques for the similar reasons - storage and waste disposal costs!

In addition to the economic factors driving these institutions to consider the use of
microscale techniques there has been a corresponding development of much more reliable
analytical techniques that permit the facile determination of the structure of a molecule.
Chief among the developments in equipment are the advancements in Fourier transform
nuclear magnetic resonance and infrared spectroscopic techniques. These advances allow
the synthetic chemist to obtain data in a non-destructive manner giving the structure of a
molecule on just a few milligrams of material, an accomplishment that would have been
impossible only a few years earlier. Furthermore, the introduction of capillary gas
chromatography and capillary gas chromatography coupled with mass spectrometry has
further enhanced the structural determination capabilities. The relative inexpensive price
for the purchase of these instruments permits their utilization in small, primarily teaching,
universities and colleges. Microscale separation techniques such as high performance
liquid chromatography and capillary electrophoresis have also advanced the ability of the
synthetic chemist to conduct research with very small quantities of material.
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More recently, the ability to study reactions and their mechanisms has been
considerably enhanced by the introduction of very sophisticatd, but still relatively
inexpensive, molecular modelling software. The available software allows the synthetic
chemist, not just the computational chemist to examine a number of molecular properties
on hypothetical molecules. With experience the data can be correlated to known molecules
and the synthetic chemist can predict more accurately which molecules would be worthwhile
actually preparing in the laboratory, thereby reducing the waste frequently obtained through
the traditional trial and error approach used in synthesisof biologically and otherwise active
structures.

As an example of the benefits in waste reduction obtained from even semi-
microscale synthesis we will examine the synthesis of the extractant n-octyl(phenyl)-N,N-
diisobutylcarbamoylmethylphosphine oxide, the key material in the development of

Phenyl(n-octyl)P(O)CH2C(O)N(iButyl)2

the TRUEX process. The TRUEX process was developed at Argonne NationalLaboratory
between 1983 and 1986 for the concentration/recovery of trivalent actinides from nuclear
waste. During this period of time approximately 20 different organophosphorus extractants
were synthesized and examined as potential ligands for the complexation of trivalent
americium from aqueous nitric acid. In general, 500g of each extractant was prepared.
This led to the generation of in excess of 40Kg of hazardous solid waste and 260L of
hazardous liquid waste. If semi-microscale procedures were utilized, that is if 5 grams of
each extractant were prepared, than the waste generated would have been reduced to only
200g of solid waste and 1L of liquid waste. Even greater reductions would have been
possible were microscale techniques possible.

With the benefits of the utilization of microscale techniques so obvious why has the
implementation of these techniques into the laboratories been so slow? As we have already
indicated, microscale techniques have been making slow inroads into various institutions,
with an early start in the universities that saw more wide-spread acceptance during the
1980's. More recently, industrial facilities have begun accepting the techniques primarily
due to the increased regulations controlling the generation, handling, and storage of waste.

Nevertheless, we can still safely say that as late as 1994 the widespread application
of the microscale laboratory is far from realized. A number of barriers to the more universal
application of these techniques must be overcome. Obviously in order to conduct
experimentation on a microscale an institution requires a number of advances in equipment.
Therefore, an initial significant capital investment in equipment must be made. As indicated
earlier, a laboratory must have access to reliable FT NMR and IR equipment. An FT-NMR
costs in the neighborhood of $350,000, while an FT-IR is available for about $50,000. In
addition, analytical equipment that can be very useful can add up to another $200,000. For
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example, capillary GC = $25,000; capillary GC-MS = $70,000; HPLC = $50,000, and
capillary electrophoresis = $50,000). Computer equipment and the modelling softwarecan
be obtained at amounts between $5,000 and $40,000 Spending upon the desired level of
sophistication and peripherals. In addition, trained operators for these equipment areoften
a necessity (especially the NMR and MS equipment). The capital equipment barrier cannot
be readily overcome without simply making the necessary purchases or utilizing an
analytical service that may provide the necessary data.

A number of additional barriers to implementation include: the cost of glassware;
the noticeable reduction in cost of chemicals if purchased in bulk quantities; the large
quantities generally used for testing the activity of a given product; the large quantities of
a product generally used in an application; and frequently a la* of managerial support for
making the change to microscale experimentation.

These factors do not represent monumental barriers and can be easily overcome
with an educational introduction to the techniques used in microscale chemistry.

Microscale glassware kits cost about 30% less than comparable standard taper
14/20 kits and would not representa significant cost factor during the routine replacement
of glassware.

When one considers ihe cost of waste disposal in the purchase of chemicals more
often than not the cost of a particular chemical may run nearly 10X higher per milliliter to
purchase bulk amounts.

The amount of material required for testing and the final use of a particular product
must be evaluated individually. However, in the example from our laboratory where 500g
of an extractant was needed in 1985, we now realize that nearly 90% of the material
synthesized was ultimately discarded as waste after five years. Clearly we could have
operated with much less of each compound studies. At this time we routinely prepare 5 -
25g of an extractant for preliminary testing. If we consider the use of pesticides as an
example of the use of a chemical as a final product we have a significant example
environmental overkill. US farmers apply nearly 1$ pounds of pesticides annually of which
1% actually reaches the pest being controlled. While it is difficult to imagine using
pesticides in any other fashion, the large amounts that end up as uncontolled waste in the
ecosystem strongly suggests the existance of a significant research opportunity for the
development of much more specific reagents that would require reduced quantities.

Finally, we are observing that due to continued regulations and the simple economics
of waste management most managers of industrial facilities are falling into line regarding
the use of microscale experimentation within their laboratories after they are exposed to the
techniques that are utilized.
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In conclusion, I have observed that more often than not the single largest barrier to
the implementation of microscale experimentation is the chemiS working in the laboratory.
They often feel threatened by younger scientists who already understand the use of these
techniques and are intimidated by the small size of the glassware and reagents utilized.
While extremely difficult to overcome, the individual scientist may be convinced of the
feasibility of microscale experimentation through managerial oversight and education.
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